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1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the representation

theory for completely distributive complete lattices. The results

obtained are extensions of similar results of Tarski on distributive

lattices and on completely distributive Boolean algebras.1 The fol-

lowing definitions and notations are used.

If £ is a family of subsets of a set, the intersection of F is denoted

by Yl_F, and the union of F is denoted by 22 F-
Definition 1. A family R of subsets of a set is called a complete

ring of sets if for every FQR, IJ£G£ and J]£G£.
If £ is a complete lattice, then every subset K of L has a meet,

which is denoted by C\K, and a join, which is denoted by UK.

Definition 2. Let L and £' be complete lattices. A mapping 6 of L

into L' is called a complete homomorphism if for every subset K of L,

0(()K)=fíO(K) and 8(\}K) = \J0(K), where 6(K) is the image of the

set K under the mapping 6. If there exists a complete homomorphism

of £ onto £', then L' is called a complete homomorphic image of L.

li<p= {<pa\ aEA } is an indexed family of subsets of L with indexing

set A, let S(<t>) denote the set of mappings s of A into L such that

for every aEA, s(a)E<t>a- If 5 is a mapping of A into L, let s(A)

denote the image of the set A under the mapping s.

Definition 3. Let £ be a complete lattice. Meets are completely

distributive with respect to joins in £ if for every indexed family <j>

of subsets of L with indexing set A,

c\{\j<ba\aeA} = u{ni(4)|iGS(*)}.

Joins are completely distributive with respect to meets in £ if for every

indexed family <¡> of subsets of L with indexing set A,

u{n<pa\aeA} = c\{\js(A)\ses(<i>)}.

L is called completely distributive if both these conditions are satisfied.

If L is any partially ordered set and if xG£, then let P(x) denote

the set of t(EL such that t^x.

Definition 4. Let L be any partially ordered set. A subset M of £

is called a semi-ideal of L if, for every xEM, P(x)Ç_M.
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1 See G. Birkhoff, Lattice theory, rev. ed., Amer. Math. Soc. Colloquium Publica-

tions, vol. 25, 1948, p. 147, Problem 69, and p. 166. References to the work of Tarski
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Definition 5. Let L be a complete lattice. An element x oí L is

called completely join-irreducible if for every KCZL such that xiZUK

there exists a yEK such that x^y.

2. Statements of the theorems. The principal theorem of this

paper is the following representation theorem for completely dis-

tributive complete lattices.

Theorem 1. In a complete lattice L each of the following conditions

implies the others:

(I) L is completely distributive;

(II) Meets are completely distributive with respect to joins in L;

(III) Joins are completely distributive with respect to meets in L;

(IV) L is a complete homomorphic image of a complete ring of sets.

An example will be given to show that the word "homomorphic" in

condition (IV) cannot be replaced by the word "isomorphic." In the

discussion of this example, the following theorem is useful.

Theorem 2. For a complete lattice L to be isomorphic with a com-

plete ring of sets the following condition is necessary and sufficient:

(*) Every element of L is the join of a set of completely join-irre-

ducible elements.

3. Proof of Theorem 1. The following lemmas are used in the proof

of Theorem 1. Proofs are not given for those which are well known.

Lemma 1. Every complete ring of sets, partially ordered by set inclu-

sion, is a complete lattice, in which joins are unions and meets are

intersections, and this complete lattice is completely distributive.

Lemma 2. If a complete lattice is a complete homomorphic image of

a completely distributive complete lattice, then it is completely distribu-

tive.

Lemma 3. The family of semi-ideals of any partially ordered set is a

complete ring of sets.

Lemma 4. Let L be a complete lattice and let <f> be an indexed family

of semi-ideals of L with indexing set A. Then U$ = {H^(^4) | sES(<¡>)}.

Proof. If xGU0> then for every aEA, xE<t>°. Let so be the

mapping of A into L such that, for every aEA, s0(a)=x. Then

so(A) = {x}, and C\so(A)=x. Then xE {C\s(A)\sES(<f>)}. On the

other hand, if xE {(^s(A)\sES((j>)}, then there exists a mapping 5X

of A into L such that SiES(<f>) and x = f\si(A). Then, for every aEA,

si(a)E<t>a and x^Si(a) and <£„ is a semi-ideal of L. Therefore, for
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every aEA, xE<j>a; that is, xE H<£.

Lemma 5. Let L be a complete lattice and let R(L) be the complete

lattice of semi-ideals of L. Let 8 be the mapping of R(L) into L defined

as follows: if MER(L), then 6(M) = [)M. For 9 to be a complete homo-

morphism of R(L) onto L it is necessary and sufficient that L satisfy

condition (II).

Proof. R(L) is a complete ring of sets, by Lemma 3. Partially

ordered by set inclusion, R(L) is a completely distributive complete

lattice, by Lemma 1. If 0 is a complete homomorphism of R(L) onto

L, then £ is completely distributive, by Lemma 2. Hence it is neces-

sary that L satisfies condition (II).

To prove sufficiency, let <j> be a subset of R(L). Then 0 is a family

of semi-ideals of £; U$= 22$ and C\<f>= Ykl>. There is no loss of
generality in supposing that <j> is indexed by a set A : <j> = {<j>a\ aEA }.

By the definition of 0, 0(i)<f>) =8(22$) = U X/Ê- In any complete
lattice U 2> = U {U<£„| aEA }. Now U {\J<ba\ aEA } = U {d(4>a) | aEA }
= U0(<£). Therefore 8(\J4>) = i)8(<j>); that is, the mapping 0 preserves

joins.

By the definition of 0, 0(d<f>) =0( I]>) = U I)>- By Lemma 4, J[<i>
= {()s(A)\sES(<t>)}. Therefore U l[<J> = \J{ris(A)\ sES(<p)}. If £
satisfies condition (II), then \J{Cis(A)\sES(<f))} =0{\J<t>a\aEA}.
Now r\{\J<t>a\aEA}=r\{0(<f>a)\aEA}=r\6(cl>). Therefore, 9(fl0)
= C\0(<b); that is, the mapping 0 preserves meets.

For every jcG£, P(x)ER(L) and 8(P(x)) = UP(x)=x. Therefore

9 is a mapping of R(L) onto L. This completes the proof of Lemma

5.
It follows from Lemmas 5 and 3 that condition (II) implies con-

dition (IV). By Lemmas 1 and 2, condition (IV) implies condi-

tion (I). By Definition 3, condition (I) implies condition (III). Hence

condition (II) implies condition (III). The same argument applied to

the dual lattice would show that condition (III) implies condition

(II). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

4. Proof of Theorem 2. Let £ be a complete ring of subsets of a

set X. For every pEX, let F(p) be the intersection of the family of

sets in R which have p as a member. Then, for every pEX, F(p)ER

and pEF(p). If GC£ and F(p)C22G, then PE22G. Then there
exists a TEG such that pET. Then F(p)QT. Therefore F(p) is

completely join-irreducible.

Let TER. If qET, then qE22{F(P)\p£T}, since qEF(q). On
the other hand, if q E 22 {F(P) IP G T}, then for some pET, qE F(p).
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Then F(p)QT and qET. Therefore T= 22{F(P)\P&T}. Thus the
condition (*) is necessary.

To prove the sufficiency of condition (*), let X be the set of

completely join-irreducible elements of £, and for every xG£ let

M(x) be the set of tEX such that t¿x. Condition (*) implies that

x = UM(x) for every xEL, whence it follows that xSy if and only if

M(x)CM(y). Let C(L) be the family of all sets M(x). If C(L) is

partially ordered by set inclusion, then C(L) is isomorphic with L.

If £C£, then ]J{M(x)\xEK} =M(()K). For pEH{M(x)\x
EK\ if and only if, for every xEK, p^x and pEX. An equivalent

condition is that ptiflK and pEX; in other words, that pEM(dK).

If KQL, then 22{M(x)\xEK} =M(IJK). For if pE 22{M(x)\x
Eli], then pEM(x0) for some x0G£- Then pEX and p^x0.

Therefore p g U£ and pEM(UK). On the other hand, if pEM(UK),

then pEX and p^\JK. Since p EX, pis completely join-irreducible;

hence there exists a yEK such that p^y. Then pEM(y), so that

PE22{M(x)\xEK).
This shows that C(L) is a complete ring of subsets of the set X, and

the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.

5. An example. The set U of real numbers x such that O^x^l,

ordered in the natural way, is a complete lattice. Joins are least upper

bounds and meets are greatest lower bounds, with the specification

that the join of the empty set is 0 and the meet of the empty set is 1.

This complete lattice is easily seen to be completely distributive.

No element of U is completely join-irreducible, since every element

xE U is the join of the set of yE U such that y <x. It follows that if
xEU and x¿¿0, then x is not the join of a set of completely join-

irreducible elements. Therefore, U is not isomorphic with a complete

ring of sets.

For every xEU there are exactly two semi-ideals of U whose join

is x. One of these is the set oí y EU such that y^x; the other is the

set of y EU such that y<x. The mapping which takes each semi-

ideal into its join is a (2-1) mapping of the complete ring of semi-

ideals of U onto U, and it is a complete homomorphism.
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